As I reflect upon this historical year, I am reminded of the incredible progress we have made by working together as a team. I am grateful to all of our postdocs, technicians, administrators, and other members of our research team for their contributions to our community and the impact of their research. They drive creativity and innovation at Penn.

This is an exciting moment and a time to feel energized. United with our patients, families, and the communities we serve, we have strengthened our resolve to bring forth the best in ovarian cancer prevention and care while we strive to eradicate this disease. We are ready to reassert our focus on the years ahead.

Join me for a virtual "coffee chat" with two of our trainees Hunter Reavis, and Stefan Gysler, MD, MHS. We are at an inflection point in ovarian cancer research, and you will feel the promising energy as these next generation of scientists talk about their research, how they've handled the last year, and share how they made it to Penn Medicine’s Ovarian Cancer Research Center (OCRC).

Grab your beverage of choice and enjoy!

Ronny
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Today, we recognize World Ovarian Cancer Awareness Day. And every day, however, the staff, researchers, and physicians at the OCRC are dedicated to providing women with gynecologic cancers a continuum of high-quality care and support while also being at the forefront of innovative research.

The OCRC is a robust and thriving research engine dedicated to driving progress for gynecologic cancers. With the support of our generous donors, we are proud to share the OCRC’s first endowed fund. Join us by investing in the Center's endowment to build a strong foundation for the future of ovarian cancer treatment and care.

For more information, please contact Maddie Hansen at madd@upenn.edu or 215-898-9174.